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Abstract 

Within tin* framework of t l i r folded-diagram theory, w<> have studied the 
fffcctivr interaction appropriate for liole-ln>Jr nuclei iii the ma.ss region.s nf u'() 
atid u>('n, using the Honii and Paris potential models. To sum up I he folded 
diagrams we have employed the renormalizalion procedure of I.ee and Su/uki. 
using a so-railed Q-hox in which were iitr\mU-t\ all «»e-lw>dy and iwo-budy 
irreducible valence-linked diagrams through third order in perl urhatiuii tlieury. 

We report discrepancies for the mass dependence of the ellective inieract imi 
for several JT configurations with re ,-ect to empirically deduced mass <l''pe(i 
demies. The role of core polarization processes through third order were found 
to he niif of the mechanisms behind these discrepancies. 

Compared to the results obtained with the I'ari.s potential, nion- atrrai (ion 
is introduced by the Honu potential for all matrix elements of \ nmem. a result 
which agrees well with previous (indings for the particle pariirle inter.H lion 
in the same :na.ss regions. A <|iialitative agreement with experimental data is 
obtained. 

'Nuhmittrd to Nurkar I'hy-unt A 
fK mail iimrieiihjfviilrik mo nn 
'K Mail 'wri'fi , lin;citff in<> no 
T mail kn-'^Hiitiyibnp lnlnel 
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1 Introduction 
To our knowledge, rather few microscopic calculations of the effective hole-hole interac
tion using more modern meson-exchange potential models, have been made. Actually, 
one of the more exhaustive calculations, by Ando et al. [1], dates back more than a 
decade ago. They calculated the effective interaction for the A = 1<1 and .-1 = :JS 
systems using three different NN potentials, amongst these the phenomenological Reid 
soft-core potential. Similarly, Kuo and Herling [2] obtained a rather good description 
of the 2 U 8 / 3 6 spectrum using the Kuo-Brown interaction including the core polarization 
diagram. The latter effective interaction was recently used by Rydstrum et al. [3| in a 
study of proton-deficient nuclei near 2 0 8 />4. 

From a theoretical point of view, the use of phenomenological potentials is somewhat 
unsatisfactory. Moreover, recent nuclear structure calculations for light nuclei (4] with 
modem meson-exchange potential models indicate that these NN potentials give a more 
consistent description of nuclear structure than more traditional nuclear-force models. 

The aim of our present study of the effective hole-hole interaction is 'wofold: 

• We first wish to derive effective hole-hole interactions from more modem NN 
potentials, to see whether the agreement with the data can be improved as compared 
to previous calculations with more phenomenological potentials. To accomplish 
this task we have used the recent Bonn meson-exchange model [5] and the Paris 
potential of Lacombe et al. [6] and have employed well-known perturbative many-
body techniques [7|. In this work we restrict our attention to hole-hole nuclei in the 
neighbourhood of "'() and •"'("«, though an investigation of the effective panicle-
particle and hole-hole interactions in the neighbourhood of mPh is planned. It is 
also of interest to see whether the effect of core polarization is more important in 
the hole-hole case than in the particle-particle case. 

• Secondly, the calculation of the hole-hole interaction offers a short-cut to nuclear 
structure calculations near the end of a shell, and can therefore, if successful, 
serve as an alternative to large scale shell-model calculations. Here we would 
also like to point out that the hole-hole interaction may be useful in studying the 
microscopic foundation of the mass dependence of the effective interaction, as 
derived by Wildenlhal. Brown and co-workers |R|. 

To calculate the effective interaction appropriate for the hole-hole nuclei, we have 
.idoptcd the y-box approach of Kuo and co-workers as discussed in ref. |7 | . The y-box 
is defined as the sum of all linked and irreducible non-folded diagrams. Here non-folded 
linked-valencc diagrams to a given order are included in the y-box. The folded diagrams, 
which arise in perturbation theory by removing the energy dependence, arc then generated 
by the folding of the y-boxes. The various terms arising in the perturbalive expansion are 
commonly exhibited in terms of diagrams. Some examples of low-order non-folded and 
folded diagrams are shown in Fig. I. Diagrams (i) and (ii) arc non-folded linked valence 
dugrums, whereas diagram (iii) is a third-order folded diagram. A major function of ihe 



(•) (ii) (iii) 

Figure 1: Some examples of non-folded and folded diagrams in the Hugenholtz notation. 
A downward pointing arrow represents a hole state, whereas an upward pointing arrow 
represents a particle state. See text for further details. 

folded diagrams, as diagram (iii) of Fig. 1, is to account for the fact that the valence 
hole(panicle) is not in the single hole(particle) state i all the lime. This correction is 
actually quite important; its effect is mainly to renormalize the non-folded term by a 
wound integral factor K, being the probability that the valence hole(particle) is absent 
from orbit i. 

Here we use the method of Lee and Suzuki to sum the folded diagrams !'J|. To eval
uate the y-box, which is used as the starting point in both expansions, we have included 
all non-folded linked-valence diagrams through third order. Until recently |10|. only 
non-folded diagrams to second order have been evaluated ir. folded diagram calculations 
of the particle-panicle or hole-hole effective interactions . see e.g. refs. (I. 111. How
ever, within a harmonic-oscillator (HO) basis, employed in this work as well, third-order 
contributions to the effective interaction tend to be large | I2 | and ought therefore to be 
carefully studied. This point will be further discussed in the next section. 

The calculations have been performed with version A of the Bonn potential, detined 
in lablc A.I of ref. |13| and the Paris potential |6|. The Bonn A potential has been titled 
to describe the ,V.V scattering phase shifts considering the exchange of n, /J, -•, «\ // and 
rt mesons. The Paris potential includes ir- and .̂'-exchange as well as 'J.T-exchange. The 
short-range part of the potential is taken to be purely phenomenological. The (trial 
result is then parametrized by means of static Yukawa terms 
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This paper is organized as follows; in the next sr.tion we recapitulate some of the 
basic ideas behind the theory of folded diagrams. Details of the calculations are also 
given in this section. The results of our calculations are then presented in the subsequent 
section. Finally, a summary is given in section 4. 

2 Computational details 

2.1 Theory of folded diagrams 
To construct an effective interaction in nuclear-structure calculations one has to face sev
eral problems, amongst these the fact that the nucleon-nucleon (NN) potential is strongly 
repulsive at short distances, which poses a major problem to any perturbative approach. 
Secondly, nuclear-structure calculations are carried out in a truncated model space, and 
tlv; omitted degrees of freedom might seriously affect e.g. the convergence of the per
turbative expansion for the effective interaction. The first of the above problems can be 
overcome by introducing the (V-matrix, which accounts for the effects of two-nucleon 
correlations. The (.'-matrix is obtained through the solution of the Bedie-Goldstone equa
tion 

(.•^•^V+IQ—L^QC^.), ( |) 

where -• is the starting energy, Q the Pauli exclusion operator, which prevents scattering 
into forbidden intermediate states, and T is the kinetic energy operator of the interacting 
nucleons. Compared to the scattering matrix for free nucleons, the effects of the nuclear 
medium a*e incorpoi^al in the starting energy *.• and the Pauli exclusion opv.:_U>r. The 
'/-matrix is in this work calculated according to the double-partitioned scheme described 
in ref. (141. 

The second problem mentioned above is customarily handled by defining an effective 
shell-model Hamiltonian in terms of the ('/-matrix. The many-body Schrodinger equation 
for an 1-nucleon system, with a Hamiltonian // = T + \' 0 ' being the NN potential), 
is then customarily rewritten as a secular equation acting ,,olely within a chosen rmxlcl 
space, with an energy dependent effective interaction iltff{E) given by 

Here, / ' is a proiecnnn operator which defines the actual model space 

• i 

VMIII ./ being the dimension of" the model «.pace In Fq (2) above we have defined 
// / • / . *here f i\ .in appropriate single panicle potential //,, defines then the 
unperturbed bjsis The residual interaction \.,,\l i is in turn defined in terms of the 
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Brueckner G-matrix 

V.j^^V+V-^jj-V,,,, (-1) 

with V = G — U. If U is chosen such that Vc/j becomes small, then V e// can be treated 
as a perturbation. The operator Q excludes those many-body configurations which are 
included in the model space. The hope is then, that those degrees of freedom not explicitly 
taken into account by the chosen model space, be accounted for in the above perturbative 
expansion for Vejl. Unfortunately, the expansion outlined in Eq. (4) depends on the 
exact energy E. However, through a re-ordering of Eq. (4), in an iterative scheme, 
one can push this undesirable feature into higher and higher orders. This leads to an 
energy-independent formulation for Vrjj 

u> — //„ ' Ivalence linked plus folded diagrams' 

where uj is now the unperturbed energy, i.e. an eigenvalue of Il0- The price paid for 
this regrouping is the introduction of folded diagrams, which serve to account for the 
removal of the dependence on the exact energy E. 

The convergence property of the above equation for a degenerate model space, com
monly known as the Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) perturbation expansion, has during the 
last two decades been a much debated issue, and is extensively documented in review arti
cles, see e.g. ref. (15) and references therein. Shortly, there are mainly three facets to the 
problem. Firstly, the choice of single-particle potential U might influence the order-by-
order convergence of the (RS) expansion since the effective interaction is approximated 
to a given order. Conventionally (' is approximated by a harmonic potential, for which 
the oscillator parameter is adjusted to obtain radii which are close to the experimental 
values. Early attempts to investigate the above expansion [16| with a harmonic-oscillator 
basis were so successful, that the problem of deriving an effective shell-model interaction 
seemed to be solved. However, inclusion of higher-order effects |I2] cast doubts upon 
whether the perturbative expansion of Eq. (5) in terms of the <7-matrix did converge 
or not. Secondly, it was pointed out by Schucan and WeidenmUller |17| that if intruder 
states arc present, the order-by-order expansion will ultimately diverge. Finally, the dif
ferent terms contributing to the perturbation expansion, conveniently displayed by way of 
Feynman diagiams, may depend on the intermediate states included. However, it is now 
believed that the summations over the intermediate states can fairly well be approximated 
by including excitations of only a few oscillator quanta, if one employs a potential with 
a weak tensor force such as the Bonn A potential |IK|. 

Several solutions to the first two problems above have been proposed. One approach 
to handle intruder states is by way of matrix inversion techniques. Correlations outside 
the model space arc then treated in a non-pcrturbaiive way. Calculations along this lint 
have recently been performed by Sknuras and Mlilher [19| using the so-called BAGEL 
approach |20|. with rather promising results. 
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Another approach which aims at overcoming the above divergence problems, is to 
regroup the perturbative expansion for llrjf and perform infinite partial summations. 
Oi.e such scheme is the summation of the folded diagrams as advocated by the ()-box 
approach of Kuo and co-workers, see e.g. ref. |7]. As mentioned in the introductory 
part, the folded diagrams are then in turn generated through the folding of the Q-boxes. 

The Q-box is defined as the sum of all linked and irreducible non-folded diagrams. 
It is understood that the Q-box acts only within the chosen model space P, composed 
of valence hole(s) or particle(s) configurations, and carries the same starting energy UJ as 
the constituent diagrams which make up the Q-box. As no folded diagrams are included, 
the Q-box is schematically given by 

QM = IV) + IV)- Q 
Ho 

QM. («) 
which corresponds to the / / , / / given in Eq. (5) minus the folded diagrams. 

To generate the folded diagrams which arise due to the removal of the energy de
pendence in Eq. (4), Lee and Suzuki | 9 | proposed an iterative solution to the effective 
interaction defined as % 

II,i, = //„ + lim /i„ (7) 

with 

ll„ £«» n it- Q-

Here we have defined 

Qm = 
1 dmQ 

rri! (Ljm UK. 

The convergence criteria for the Lee-Suzuki iteration (LS) is given by the inequality 
1^.211 

• - /•. 

i . 
•y I 

with /•.';. and Ew being the eigenvalues of the effective Hamilionian in the / ' and Q spaces 
respectively. The Marting energy *.• serve*: as a point of departure for the LS iteration, 
say the starting energy for the (;s/j.;',/',) hole """lei space appropiiale for nuclei with 
mass 1 I. The above convergence criteria then stales thai ihe LS approach converges 
lo those eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian which arc closest lo -J This is lo say thai die 
converged solution is independent of Ihc structure of Ihe model-space stales Thus, since 
„• is just the starting point for the LS iteration, one can in faci obtain any eigenvalue ol 
the Hamiltonian Thus, if wc choose _• lo be close lo an intruder stale, ihcn ihc effective 
interaction will reproduce Ihc intruder slate even though it hjs only j small overlap wiih 
Ihe model space 

The I.S scheme has been used by several authors 110. 11. 22\. and most calculations 
show thai this method converges rather rapidly compared lo ihc foltl-hy-foUl summation 
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originally proposed by Kuo and Krenciglowa, see e.g. reference [7| p. 86. It has also 
been shown [10, 11, 22] that the results obtained with the Lee-Suzuki method after one 
iteration 

are quite similar to the results obtained after several iterative steps. This is due to the 
fact that higher-order derivatives of the (j-box tend to be small compared to the first 
derivative, thus, the most significant contribution to the effective interaction in Eq. (7) 
stems from Rt. Furthermore, the better convergence of the Lee-Suzuki method over 
the fold-by-fold summation method of Kuo and Krenciglowa, indicates that the series of 
diagrams where the Q-boxes are folded into each other in subsequent order, are of such 
importance that they must be evaluated to any orders, as done in the Lee-Suzuki scheme. 

2.2 Choice of Q-box 
We pointed out in the introduction that it has been common to approximate the f^-box 
with all linked-valence non-folded diagrams through second order in perturbation theory. 
For the hole-hole interaction, the Q-box can then be represented in terms of the one-body 
and two-body diagrams shown in Fig. 2, i.e. diagrams (i) through (viii). 

Recently we have calculated the effective particle-particle interaction for mass-IS 
nuclei 110] widi a Q-box which comprises all diagrams through third-order in perturbation 
theory1. One of the major conclusions in that work was that several third-order topologies 
were comparable in size to the second-order contributions, and depending upon whether 
the Inlal third-order contribution was repulsive or attractive, the Q-bo\ through third-
order in the interaction became less or more attractive. The latter in turn influences the 
size of the derivatives of the y-box and thus the convergence of the effective Lee-Suzuki 
interaction. Since there are many third-order topologies, approximating the c)-box with 
some selected third-order diagrams may result in misleading conclusions. We will discuss 
this point further on in subsections 3.2 and 3.3 . 

Some examples of third-order contributions to the y-box are shown, diagrams (ix-
xii), in Fig. 2. All diagrams through third order which are included in the evaluation of 
the C -̂box in the present work can be found in ref. |10|. 

The only change which is necessary in the evaluation of the hole ami hole-hole 
di; grams is to account for a phase factor which arises due to hole lines which trace 
through the diagram Consider for example diagram (i) of Fig. V This is a one-body 
diagram, with a hole line tracing through the diagram, thus giving a factor of I. Diagram 

' Wc On mil I'vulujtc iluiirufm with Ha/lrcc-Fock inicnmm. 
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(i) can easily be evaluated by way of a method proposed by Kuo et al. [23], i.e. 

'/'«.'/(')= E E E-7^ ( ('" + J'"-'"'- £" ) ( i'' + ='"- £ "-^ ) r ' 
.IT .IT JT 

I % I * T 1 
x (h,„.IT\ C(^)\hKIT) (,,2h,JT\ G ( ^ ) \h-iPiJT) (hh2.'T\ G^-,) \c,,,.lT), 

_* 
•IT JT JT 

with the starting energies given by 

^•'l — CA, + CA 

-̂ ':i = Cd, + CI, + fe - c„, 

and .-i = ^/l 4- 1. The cross-coupled matrix elements are defined in ref. |23] 
.IT 

(10) 

(huT\ a \M.iT) = (- Y^'"+J+r^{\+tl.j(y-t'J,u^Jf 
I * xy/'rP- J' Ml' 7 - 1 / 2 M ( l" 

x (<il>.IT'\<;\ilr.l'V). 

The term in curly brackets in equation (11) is the familiar tij-symbol. The cross-coupled 
matrix elements can thence be calculated once and for all and read in together with 
the bare (7-matrix in a shell-model calculation. This procedure saves CPU time in the 
evaluation of the individual diagrams. 

Similarly, diagram (ii) in the same figure reads 

il-.'i 

,l,u,,u,)= \ E E E^f-iMVlrVU,)!.-/.,./-/-) 
jrj'i'i^kjiKPtp-i ' t'i 

* (;-,;.../'7"| CU; ) \hth ,./7"> {h,h ,.IT'\ C.'(.-,) |/. ,,.,./7") 
- II (., - - „ ) ( = /,, *- :/., ' =',., " -•,.,)>"'. 

with 
- ' I = "'k, + ' 

- i = • • ) . , ir -,.t ^ • , . , - •-,., 

A cummnnly used approximation to the effective Hamiltoniau lt.f! //,, f 1','J . 
&.'//• ic we do not include effective three-body forces. i\ ui replace //„ t \ i

,

/

1, ' b\ 
the experimental sinjileparticle energies, with i ., ' . ( - I iiin.ti IN) McV tor the 
I I I system .md i . . , • . i ill II J h d Ii lor the I Is system |2-1| As 



1 ' (Ail 

(i) (U) 

Figure 3: One-body diagrams in the Hugenholtz notation which are evaluated according 
to the prescription given in ref. [2.'i|. 

this accounts for the one-body diagrams, they must not be included in the calculation of 
/ / , / / . In an LS calculation, we have to subtract all terms in which one-body diagrams 
with a spectator valence line are folded upon themselves. To this end we introduce the 
s-box, which consists of all one-body diagrams with a spectator valence line. 

The LS effective interaction can then be defined as 

with 

«» = /'-KM - IMS). 11:)) 

«.,!>•) - I -S, - } _ >'„. 11 lh >'. ( I l l 
t = - , - » . , 1.1 

so as to retain inly the iwo-hndy connected diagrams. 
A degenerate mixiel space has been employed in the calculation of the above effective 

interaction. 

3 Results and discussion 
In a folded diagram calculation of the effective interaction, we first need to calculate the 
Rrueckncr <; mains by solving Hq. II) The latter has been solved fur a scries of live 
starling encrgtes _ following the above mentioned double- partitioned scheme with a 
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Pauli-exclusion operator defined so as to prevent scattering into intermediate states with 
a nucleon in Os or Op states or both nucleons in the Is - Od or lp - 0 / shells for the 
A = 14 system and with a nucleon in the 0s, 0pt \s or Od states or both nucleons in the 
I/' — 0 / or 2.s — \d — 0<7 shells for the A = 38 hole system. The oscillator parameters 
used are hu = 13.3 MeV and fiw = 10.0 MeV for the A = 14 and the A = 38 
systems, respectively. The single-particle energies which replace the one-body diagrams 
have already been listed in subsection 2.2 . The summation over the intermediate states 
included in each diagram are approximated by the inclusion of excitations up to 2/iu; in 
oscillator energy. This is a good approximation if one employs a potential with a weak 
tensor force such as the Bonn A potential. 

3.1 A=14 system 
As discussed in subsection 2.1, a common choice for the auxiliary potential U has been 
to use a harmonic-oscillator potential shifted by a constant so that the single-particle 
energies are near their physical values. A first possible choice is '.o let the single-particle 
energies of the shifted harmonic oscillator to be at a, with hw = 13.3 MeV, unperturbed 
energy of cr>,, = -18.3 MeV (with the degenerate sd-sheH energies at —5 MeV). This 
procedure would correspond to set (' % —35 MeV. However, it was shown in ref. [10) 
that this global choice led to a poor convergence of the L3 expansion. It was then argued 
that this behavior could be ascribed to the structure of the Lee-Suzuki expansion given 
by Eqs. (7| and (13), since it depends on the size of the Q-bM. If the above global 
choice is made, i.e. fixing I' irrespective of the value of the diagonal Q-box. elements, the 
()-box might in turn become large and strongly influence the convergence of the above 
Lee-Suzuki expansion. Hence, following ref. |10|, we have chosen to approximate / ' , 
given by diagram (ii) in Fig. 2. to be the sum of all one-body diagrams through third-
order listed in the above reference. The resulting single-particle potential values are then 
given by (l'>Py\\l' |<)/'7/j) = -3.V!IN and -3!j.<<" MeV for the Bonn A and the Paris 

potentials, respectively. Similarly, (OK/'J ' ' lopf/a) = _ : , , i " a " d - : " : ! : i McV. 
Note, however, that this approximation is not fully self-consistent as we do not 

account for the corresponding changes in single-particle wave functions and energies. 
On the other hand, such an approach may be justified by restricting the area of research 
to a degenerate model space. 

The results for the .1 = II system are displayed in table 1 for selected low-lying 
stales. As can be seen from this table, the y-boxes derived from the Bonn A potential 
result in more attractive H„ terms compared with the corresponding ones from the Paris 
potential. This behavior agrees with previous results obtained with the Bonn potential 
for the particle-particle interaction in finite nuclei |4, 25|. The matrix elements of the 
Bonn A potential are in general somewhat larger (in absolute value) than those of the 
Paris potential. 

The convergence of the effective interaction, as shown in table I i.i terms of the 
eigenvalues, is rather good, though the Bonn A potential exhibits a somewhat weaker 
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Table 1: Results for selected low-lying states of the A = 1-1 system with a third-order 
Q-box. 

.IT « 0 « 1 « 2 « 3 ht Expt 

Bonn A 10 -5.97 -4.50 -5.05 -4.86 -4.93 -4.72 
Paris -5.74 -4.56 -5.10 -4.94 -4.98 

-2.33 -1.65 -2.02 -1.89 -1.93 -0.77 
-1.75 -1.32 -1.65 -1.56 -1.56 

01 -3.21 -2.81 -2.99 -2.94 -2.96 -2.44 
-2.47 -2.34 -2.47 -2.45 -2.46 

Note. In each case Ihc lirsl and second rows correspond to the results obtained with Ihc Bonn A and 
Ihc Pari? potentials, respectively. For comparison we also list the data from experiment. The terms /}, 
represent the contrihutiuns from iteration i of the effeclive interaction (sec Eqs. (7) and (13)). All entries 
in MeV. 

convergence. The latter is mainly due to the fact that the Q-boxes derived from the Bonn 
A potential are in general larger than those of the Paris potential This implies in many 
cases a stronger dependence on the starting energy ui and hence larger derivatives of the 
Q-box. The size of the derivatives clearly influences the convergence of the effective 
interaction, a fact which can be seen from the structure of Eq. (8). The larger(smallei) 
derivatives and the Q-boxes, the larger(smaller) the difference between each iterative 
step. We will illustrate this point further in the next subsection, where we discuss the 
results for the A = :i>S system and the role of the various topologies shown in Fig. 2. 

Compared to the experimental data, both potentials provide a fairly good qualitative 
agreement with the data for the lowest lying states. The second .IT = 10 slate at -U.77 
MeV is however poorly reproduced. Actually, this state is a good candidate for an 
"intruder state". Intruder states are usually low-lying collective slates with energies close 
to or even below the energies for the model states to be calculated. Thus, the missing 
reproduction of the above stale may be a sign that our model space, consisting of the two 
hole stales 10/',"/r "/'v'j )• ' s , 0 ° small. However, there might also be other effecis which 
intluence the effective interaction. In fact, as pointed out in an extensive calculation by 
Skouras and Varvitsintis of 0;/-shell nuclei [26|, the three-particle clfective interaction 
produces large differences in the calculated excitation energies compared to the particle-
particle effective interaction. Thrse differences are of the order of several MeV near the 
end of the l);i shell and the three-body effective interaction results in a better agreement 
with the data. Their particle-particle and three-particle results have all been obtained 
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Table 2: Values of the auxiliary potential (1, given by diagram (ii) in Fig. 2, for the 
•id-shell hole orbitals. 

Bonn A Paris 

U d;}2\ -38.45 -36.75 
U rfj/j) -34.89 -33.08 
(7 s - ' J -38.49 -36.26 

Nolc. All entries in MeV. 

assuming an inert 'lh core. 
Their hole-hole results where obtained assuming , 6 0 as an inert core and employing 

phenomenological potentials. It is interesting to note in their calculations, that in those 
cases where the three-particle corrections are their largest, the agreement with their 
hole-hole results is at its best. This might indicate that many-body effects which have to 
be added to the two-particle interaction, are to some extent included in the 1 6 0 core. 

Their results are similar to those obtained by AndO et al. | 1 | for the hole-hole in
teraction. The latter results, obtained using a second-order (j-box and phenomenological 
potentials, gave too little attraction compared to the data. It seems therefore that the use 
of an effective interaction based on a (j-box which includes all diagrams through third 
order in perturbation theory and employs modern meson-exchange potential models gives 
a somewhat better reproduction of the data. 

3.2 A = 3S sys tem 

In this section we piesent the results of our calculations with the Bonn A and the Paris 
potentials for the A = :ix system. The connection between die size of the Q-boxes ( 
and their derivatives) and the convergence of the effective interaction mentioned in the 
last subsection will be discussed by way of examples for selected ./'/' configurations. 
Furthermore, we will discuss the mass dependence of the effective interaction in light of 
the results reported in ref. |10|. The differences between the A = II and the .'1 Is 
systems are also discussed with a special emphasize on the role of core polarization. 

The resulting spectra for low-lying T = 0 and T - I states are shown in Figs. 4 
and 5 for the Bonn A and the Paris potentials respectively. The values for the auxiliary 
potential I' arc displayed in table 2. 

Several of the conclusions presented in the last subsection apply to the .1 -: I system 

/ j - i 

\ S l / 2 
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Figure 4: The mass-38 spectra derived from the Bonn A potential with a third-order y-box 
using the Ue-Suzuki method with a degenerate model space. The effective interaction 
is given by llr!l = II"" + U„. A dashed line refers to the T = I) case whereas a solid 
line means isospin T - 1. All energies in MeV. 
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Table 3: The mass-38 Q-box and its first derivative for JT = 01 configurations. 

JT J« h h jd Q lst-der 

01 ./-;2 •fø «fø 'fø -3.815 
-3.263 

-0.231 
-0.126 

<A <fø «fø «r 1 

"3/2 
-2.955 
-2.718 

0.023 
-0.020 

'fø <& •fø ,-1 
• V i 

-1.567 
-1.353 

-0.060 
-0.051 

<fø <>y\ 'fø 'fø -2.276 
-1.855 

-0.200 
-0.102 

<fø •>y\ 
- ] 

• S l / 2 -1.093 
-0.932 

-0.037 
-0.030 

- i 
• si/a 

- i 
S | / 2 

- i 
•\/i -r;, -2.336 

-2.020 
0.047 
0.112 

Note. In each case ihc lirsl anil second rows correspond to ihc results wnh the Bonn A and the Paris 
potentials, respectively. 

as well. Here we recapitulate some of them and link the discussion to the results shown 
in tables 3 through 6. 

For the .1 = Is system as well, the Bonn A potential yields a y-box which is more 
attractive than the one obtained with the Paris potential. This can be seen in table 3 where 
we list the third-order Q-box and the corresponding first derivative for both potentials for 
the J'l' = 1)1 configurations. As can be deduced from this table the first derivatives of 
the Bonn potential are in general larger than those derived with the Paris pot-n'.al. and 
together with the effect of a more attractive y-box, wc expect the convergence of Ihc 
effective interaction (recalling the structure of the Lee-Suzuki expansion) to be slower for 
the Bonn potential than for the Paris potential. We illustrate this point in table 4. where 
various ft, terms of the effective interaction are listed for the same set of configui mons 
shown in table V Similarly, an inspection of the 1 - I* spectra for the Bonn A and ihe 
Paris potentials displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively, reveals much the same pattern, 
i e (he larger the y h o x and us derivatives the slower ihe convergence of the effective 
interaction. Similar results have also been obtained for the particle-particle interaction in 
the ../-shell |ID| 
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For several configurations we find the Q-bm of the effective particle-particle interac
tion in the .«/-shell from ref. [ 10] to be smaller in absolute value than the corresponding 
one for the hole-hole interaction. The main reasons for this increase rather than decrease, 
will be discussed below in connection with the mass dependence of the effective inter
action; however, here we observe the fact that the energy denominators in the hole-hole 
case are smaller (20 MeV vs. 26.6 MeV for excitations of two oscillator quanta) than in 
the particle-particle case and the that there are more summations over the intermediate 
states. Thus, even though the 6'-matrix relative to mCa is weaker than that relative to 
"'(> and the starting energy employed in the mass-38 system ( uj = -:!(> MeV) is more 
attractive than the one used in ref. (10] for the particle-particle interaction ( ui = -Ml 
MeV), certain Q-boxes become larger in the hole-hole case, contrary to what is expected 
from the mass dependence of the effective interaction as observed by Wildenthal and 
co-workers [X|. 

As pointed out above, the size of the ()-box, and its derivatives as well, does inlluence 
the convergence of the Lee-Suzuki exoansion, and the larger the Q-box and its derivatives 
the slower the convergence of the Lee-Suzuki method. This explains the somewhat poorer 
convergence of the Lee-Suzuki expansions in this work compared to that in ref. 11()|. For 
a further discussion on the convergence of folded-diagram methods we refer the reader 
to the latter and references therein. 

The agreement with the data is also improved compared to the previously quoted 
calculation of Ando el ai. 111. The latter authors did also consider the summation 
of higher lying intermediate states in dieir evaluation of the effective interaction. The 
results of such a summation even worsened the agreement with experiment, a fact which 
is ascribed to the effect of a strong tensor force in the NN potential. M<xlern potentials 
like the Bonn A potential exhibit however a weaker tensor force, and it was shown by 
Sommerman el al. | 1X| that for potentials with a weak tensor force, the summation over 
intermediate states could very well be approximated to few oscillator shells in excitation 
energy. We do therefore not expect higher lying intermediate states to strongly influence 
our results. 

In table 4 we also list for comparison the two-body matrix of Wildcnthal |X| for the 
-.«/-shell. The \ I * matrix elements reported in rcf. |K| have been multiplied by a factor 
I 1/1*1"'. with i> i ( l i . This mass dependence of the effective interaction is supposed 
to account for the fact that the f/-matrix exhibits a weak mass dependence. This mass 
dependence is reflected in the choke of oscillator parameter. Merc we employ h^ I I I 
MeV anil A- 111 II MeV in the mass-16 and the mass-40 regions, respectively. The 
'/-matrix in the Calcium region is normally weaker than the corresponding one in the 
Osygcn region A similar empirical mass dependence was reported by flosaka el tit 
|27| They found that the f/-matrix has an average mass dependence of I li "•"'. 

As mentioned in the introductory part, it is hence of interest in \tudy the inicro\Lnpic 
inundation of this mass dependence, ami our hole-hole results could therefore serve as a 
check, of the empirical dependence reported hy Wildcnthal jnd cii-workers |H| antl llosjka 
el ill (27| It ought however to be remarked that an empirical tit of the twonucleon 
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Table 4: . /7* = 01 sd-hole matrix elements with a third-order Q-box 

rr /, ;A h- H ff» ft, ih I'h ft, TBME 

oi -rh/\ <A •'iji *?n -3.815 -3.079 -3.381 -3.295 -3.314 -2.253 
-3.263 -2.885 -3.135 -3.066 -3.082 

•tø <A <<y\ -2.955 -2.392 -2.622 -2.556 -2.571 -2.546 
-2.718 -2.405 -2.596 -2.543 -2.555 

<Kh </.. - i 

<n -1.567 -1.175 -1.335 -1.289 -1.299 -1.059 
-1.353 -1.117 -1.246 -1.210 -1.218 

•fy\ 
' ' • V i •Kh <n -2.955 -2.481 -2.680 -2.625 -2.637 

-2718 -2.485 -2.648 -2.604 -2.615 

•I-,}. •'T/i •'7A ".1/2 -2.278 -1.916 -2.069 -2.026 -2.036 -1.746 
-1.855 -1.705 -1.830 -1.800 -1.805 

•Vi '';/: - 1 

T/i -1.093 -0.862 -0.965 -0.935 -0.942 -0.866 
-0.932 -0.807 -0.889 -0.866 -0.872 

-1 
'"•l/J 

-1 </', «G/. -1.567 -1.356 -1.476 -1.438 -1.447 
-1.353 -1.274 -1.369 -1.339 -1.348 

1 

' l / . ' '';/, •';/, -1.093 -0.924 -1.015 -0.986 -0.993 
-0.932 -0.854 -0.927 -0.904 -0.911 

" l / J " l / J 
- I 

s l / ; •\/i -2.336 -2.345 -2.416 -2.395 -2.399 -1.698 
-2.020 -2.184 -2.239 -2.222 -2.227 

Noic. In each caic ihc lint and second rows correspond lo ihc rcsulb wu* ihc Bonn A and Ihc Pans 
potential* respectively. The lemu It, arc defined by Ed,. 18). Fur comparison wc also list Ihc two-body 
n.iui> elements ITBMEl nl Wildcnlnal [*] multiplied by a mass dependent laclor c m / 1 8 ) - " ». All entries 
in MeV 
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force may contain the effects of three-body forces in some averaged way. Actually, it was 
shown by Miither et al. |22| in the sd shell for systems with three valence nucleons, that 
folded diagrams which represent effective three-body forces play a non-neglible role and 
lead to some repulsion. The importance of three-body folded diagrams then casts some 
doubts on attempts to identify the two-body operator derived for a hamiltonian system 
with two valence nucleons with the effective shell-hamiltonian fitted to the experimental 
data, as done by Wildenthal and co-workers. 

The results found by us in ref. [ 10] for the .W-shell particle-particle interaction 
show a fairly good agreement with the two-body matrix elements of A = 18 obtained 
by Wildenthal. If we however use the above mentioned empirical mass formula on 
Wildenthals .«/-shell matrix elements, we see in table 4 that the agreement for the diagonal 
matrix elements is rather poor, whereas the non-diagonal elements give a somewhat better 
agreement. 

There may be several reasons for this disagreement in mass dependence. Firstly, 
Wildenthal and co-workers do not employ the empirical single-particle energies, but 
rather single-particle energies derived from their fitting procedure. 

Secondly, as commented by Skouras and Varvitiotis |26J in their /j-shel] calculation, 
three-body forces play a significant role near the end of a shell and could therefore 
account for the above mentioned discrepancies. 

Finally, the mass-dependence reported by Hosaka etal. |27|, which is similar to that 
by Wildenthal and co-workers, is based on a comparison of the bare (/-matrix in various 
mass regions. In the present calculation however, higher-order contributions to the bare 
(•-matrix are introduced to renormalize the effective interaction. The final Q-bos. for the 
hole-hole interaction was. as mentioned above, found to be lamer in many cases than 
ihe corresponding one for the particle-particle case. Two of the mechanisms behind this 
increase are the smaller energy denominators and the increased number of summations 
over intermediale states. This explains to some extent the differences between our results 
anil those of Wildenthal and co-workers [XJ. 

To further illustrate the role played by higher-order corrections to the </-matrix, we 
list in table S the .11' - 111 contributions to the Q-box for the bare (/-matrix, the second-
order core-polamation diagram, the third-order TDA diagram, i.e. diagrams (v), (vi i, 
and (xii). respectively, and diagram (xi) in Fig. 2. Wc compare the hole-hole values for 
these diagrams to ihose obtained in ref. 11()| for the particle-panicle case (the first row 
in table 5). Finally, wc list the total second-order and third-order contributions from the 
two-body diagrams 

The reason for why we have selected these topologies is as follows 

• The bare ' / matrix exhibits much of the same mays dependence as infered hs 
llosaka flat |27| and Wildenthal and co-workers |H| Including the r/-matm 
only would then support the above mass dependence 

• However, as mentioned in Ihc intrixluclion. cole polan/alion is expected to be 
stronger in the hole hole case than in Ihe particle panicle cjse This is reflected in 
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Table 5: JT = 01 contributions to the Q-boxfrom selected diagrams. 

•IT J. Ji, 

01 '4/2 '4/2 

<k/i <U/-i 

<U/i da/i 

' 4 /2 "4/2 

'4 /2 '4 /2 

•'1/2 ' 1 / 2 

) r J.I a CP TDA diag (xi) 2nd-order 3rd-order 

'4/2 <4/2 -1.785 -0.942 -0.344 -0.412 -1.655 0.431 
-1.677 -1.150 -0.720 -1.163 -1.859 -0.279 

'4/2 '4/2 -3.325 -0.680 -0.309 -0.194 -1.076 1.13d 
-2.541 -0.839 -0.644 -0.534 -1.317 0.903 

' l / 2 "1/2 -0.801 -0.310 -0.184 -0.037 -0.509 -0.093 
-0.691 -0.510 -0.401 -0.325 -0.656 -0.221 

lly-i <4/a -0.428 -0.427 -0.212 -0.388 -0.910 0.09X 
-0.640 -0.654 -0.404 -0.979 -1.168 -0.470 

•'l /J •'1/2 -0.654 -0.177 -0.099 -0.088 -0.340 0.012 
-0.564 0.281 -0.307 -0.254 -0.400 -0.129 

• ' l / J '1 /2 -2.382 -0.147 -0.476 -0.115 -0.235 -0.291 
-1.904 -0.058 -0.376 -0.712 -0.301 -0.131 

Noic. Fur comparison wc also IMI Ihe total second-order and Ihird-ordcr two-body contributions to the 
Q-ttox. CP stands for ihc corc-pulanzation diagram lo second-order, diagram (vi) in Fig. 2. and TDA is 
i;ic third-order TDA diagram in Fig. 2. Diag. (xi) also refers to Fig. 2. In each case, ihc first row refers to 
Ihc particle-panicle (mass-1H) results whereat ihc second row represents the present hole-hole (mass-lK) 
resulu. All contnbulioni in McV. 
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table 5 for both the second-order core polarization diagram and the third-order TDA 
diagrams. We have chosen the JT = 01 configurations as an example, since the 
role played by core polarization is at its largest for these configurations. For most 
T = 0 configurations we find a mass dependence which agrees with the results of 
Hosaka et at. |27] and Wildenthal and co-workers |8]. Though, core polarization 
is a non-negligible effect for these configurations as well. 

The increased values for both of these diagrams play a central role in explaining 
the difference between the mass-dependence of Wildenthal and Hosaka et al. and 
ours. 

• In addition to core polarization, diagram (xi) in Fig. 2 also differs largely from 
the particle-particle case, mainly due to an increased number of summations over 
intermediate states and the role played by the smaller energy denominator. 

These diagrams are the most significant ones when it comes to explaining the dif
ferences between the A = KS and the A = .'IS systems, though it ought to be born in 
mind that there are roughly sixty topologies which contribute tn the Q-box in different 
ways, which can be seen from the final second-order and third-order contributions in 
table 5. Some of the above observations can also be deduced from Fig. 6, where we 
show the mass-38 spectra derived from different approaches to the effective interaction 
with the Bonn A potential2. The first column in this figure represents the results from 
perturbation theory to first order, i.e. the bare (7-matrix. In the second column we add 
the core-polarization diagram (diagram (vi) of Fig. 2) to the bare (/-matrix. Clearly, the 
role of core polarization is strongest in the T = I channel, a fact which can also be seen 
from the third column, where we calculate the effective interaction through second order 
in perturbation theory ( no folded diagrams are present in this case). For comparison 
wc also include the results obtained from perturbation theory through third order (with 
third-order folded diagrams) and those obtained by using the Lee-Suzuki method after 
four iterations and employing a Q-bm which comprises all irreducible valence-linked di-
agrams through third-order. The latter results have already been displayed in Fig. 4. but 
they arc reintroduced here for the sake of comparison. Columns four and live in Fig 6 
then show that folded diagrams of order four or higher arc mure important in the / I) 
channel, whereas in the / I channel third-order Rayleigh-SchrOdtnger perturbation 
theory gives a result rather similar to a Lee-Suzuki calculation with folded diagrams 

Summarizing, we ca.i s.:y that the contribution from core polarization effects re 
more important in the hole-hole case than in Ihc particle-particle case, and that these 
effects lead to a different mass dependence of the effective interaction, contrary to what 
is expected from empirically deduced mass dependencies 

Wc end this subsection by pointing out some of the differences between the I II 
anil the 1 t* mass systems For both the I H and the \ 1* systems, the 
topologies shown in Fig 2 give rise In the largest cniiinbulions in ihc (y>-box In tjhtc fi 

' Hie ri-Hulls i)M,imcit uilh UK f u m poH-nlMl m«c j ipuliuuvch' siniitv tvtuvMf 
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Figure 6: Various approaches to Ihe effective interaction for massOX with the Bonn A 
potential. (.' = bare (.'-matrix. (1 + CI' = bare (1 plus core polarization. Ind-order 
means Raileigh-Schrodinger (RS) pcrtubaiion Iheory to second order in (i. and similarly 
irdorder is the RS theory with all diagrams Ihrough third order plus folded third-order 
diagrams. LS arc the Lee-Suzuki results after four iterations shown in ligure 4 Otherwise, 
the notation is the same as in figures 4 and 5. 



Table 6: The leading second- and third-order contributions to the Q-box for various 
configurations in the mass-14 and mass-38 regions. 

•IT ja jt j.- id (»i) (iv) (vi) (ix) (x) (xi) (xii) 

0 1 ''v'j <C/i 'C/2 <C/2

 4 0 ° -7-04 -1.15 -4.46 3.46 -1.16 -0.72 
l'y-2 Pih P3/2 Pj/'j 5 - 3 8 - 7 - 0 4 - ° - 9 8 " 5 - 1 2 3 - 3 5 - 1 - 7 9 - ° - 5 7 

rf-/, ./-/j .Z '̂, rfj/j 4.20 -7.64 -0.65 -4.24 3.36 -0.98 -0.40 
Piji Pifi Pw'i I'm 5 - 5 4 " 8 - 4 2 ° - 2 6 " 4 l i 4 3 1 f l - 1 - 3 7 - U " 

Note. The numeration of Ihc diagrams refers 10 Fig. 2. A spectator valence panicle is accounted for in 
Ihe calculation of the one-body contributions 10 the two-body y-box. The results in this tabic have been 
obtained with the Bonn A potential. The Paris results exhibit the same qualitative pattern and are hence 
omitted. All entries in McV. 

we display the values of some of these diagrams for selected ./'/' configurations. Many 
of these topologies are of ihe size of. or even larger than, the bare (.'-matrix itself, and 
give rise to large second-order or third-order contributions. It is however worth noting in 
table 6 that the core-polarization diagram to second order (diagram (vi) in Fig. 2), and 
the third-order TDA diagram (diagram (xii) ) are less important in the A = II system 
than in the I = 'IS system. This is mainly due to the fact thai the quadrupole component 
is not effective in the matrix element (.Pu fl^l MAPU :Pu,) • If we do not consider the 
one-body diagrams with a passive valence line, it is seen from this table that the most 
important two-body contribution in the mass-14 system stems from diagram (xi) in Fig. 
2, 

To conclude that the Q-box in say e.g. the mass-38 system could be approximated 
with the diagrams shown in Fig. 2 would however be somewhat premature as there are 
roughly sixty topologies through third order which have to be evaluated. Actually, the 
(/-box to various orders for the JT = (II (I'C/'/'V'J V|''vVv'i) c ' c m e l " ' s S ' v e n °.v 

I In, I .*>:( and I SI McV for a first-, second- and third-order (/-box, respectively 
A large degree of cancellation occurs among the third-order contributions'. This need 
not be Ihe rule however, as can be seen for Ihc same matrix element with J'T Ill 
Here wc lind -li..*iH, I (is and -J..Ill MeV fora first-, second- and third-order (/-box. 
respectively. Clearly, the third-order contribution is of the size of the second-order one. 

'The numerical values dlicimcd here arc all lafccn Iron» Ihc cakuiatNifu «run the Bonn A potential 
Ohservc also that the auxiliary potential (' given hy diagram III) in Fijt 2 has hxn anpfiuinulcil 10 he 
Ihe mm nf all one noil/ diagram* through Ihiril order in the intcrjclHin 
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and larger than the bare G'-matrix (the Q-box to first order). Care should therefore be 
exercised when approximating the Q-box with selected third-order diagrams. 

3.3 Non-degenerate model space 
Finally, we conclude this section by discussing the effect of a non-degenerate model space. 
A non-degenerate model space may yield a greater energy spacing between each shell, 
and we would therefore expect a decrease in magnitude for higher-order contributions to 
the Q-bo\. 

A special feature of the Lee-Suzuki method is that it can easily be extended to a 
calculation with a non-degenerate model space and still allow for a calculation of the 
(}-box and its derivatives at a fixed starting energy. This prescription is oudined in ref. 
| 21 | and the Lee-Suzuki expansion given by Eq. (8) can then be rewritten as 

«„ ! - < ? . - £ Qm IT «* (Q + ll0-Wa). (15) 

where ll0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian for the non-degenerate model space and \V0 

a constant which is added to H0 to remove the non-degeneracy. Note that in the above 
expansion the Q-box is evaluated at a starting energy u> = W0. Thus we can calculate 
the Q-bo\ and its deri'atives at a fixed starting energy W0 to determine /{,,. 

This is a desirable feature, not only because we wish to express the effective interac
tion in terms of a fixed starting energy which applies to all orbitals making up the model 
space, but also because in actual calculations the model space is usually not degenerate. 
An obvious example is the Hartree-Fock unperturbed Hamiltonian. To demonstrate the 
effect of a non-degenerate model space on the effective interaction, we have calculated 
the unperturbed single-particle energies following And5 etat. \\]. We then calculate the 
unperturbed single-hole energies according to 

•:k = (h\T\h) + (h\ir\h) ( H i ) 

with 
(MnM = £<M'-u-A + £„)IM. Ho 

,1 being a hole state. In th's approximation we let the auxiliary potential I' be equal 
to diagram (i) in Fig. 2. This approximation differs from that used for the degenerate 
model space ( there wc approximated I' to be the sum of all one-body diagrams through 
third-order in the interaction) 

For the single-panicle energies we can not calculate the (/-matrix un the energy shell 
us done in the hole case above. One approximation is however to let the starting energy 
he off the energy shell by a constant amount /> In this way wc ha.c 

, \>l/'l/>> * £ > • ' ! ' • ' ! ' , t - o M) ! ; • • ' ) 11-i 
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Table 7: The solutions to Eqs. (17) and (18) are displayed in the first row whereas the 
unperturbed degenerate single-particle energies are shown in the second row. 

Osi/j Oft/2 0fi|/2 0 4 / 2 (W3/2 ls,/2 O/7/2 O/5/2 ipy lpi/2 

-41.98 -20.16 -16.64 -0.43 4.41 -0.18 14.39 19.08 11.27 12.67 
-31.60 -18.30 -18.30 -5.00 -5.00 -5.00 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 

Note. The energies have heen calculated using Uie Bonn A potential. All entries in MeV. 

Here we approximate 6 to correspond to two oscillator quanta excitations. 
The self-consistent solutions to the above equations for the , 6 0 system are shown in 

table 7. In this table we do also include the degenerate unperturbed single-particle and 
hole energies relative to l 6 0 for comparison. 

The solutions to the above equations can be interpreted as incorporating the effect of 
the low-lying one-body field of T + G generated by the core nucleus. They must not 
however be interpreted as, say, the single-hole energies of l40, since in this case we 
must also account for the effect of a different nuclear medium in the calculation of the 
single-hole energies. 

In the following we will limit the discussion of the non-degenerate case to the .4 = 14 
system with the Bonn A potential, the reason being that the qualitative behavior of the 
results is similar for both potentials and mass systems. 

As can be seen from table 7, the energy spacing between different shells is larger 
in the non-degenerate case compared to the spacing resulting from a degenerate model 
space. This should in turn lead to larger contributions to the energy denominators in the 
perturbation expansion and hence smaller contributions from second- and higher-order 
diagrams. Hence, if we compare the contribution from diagram (xi) in Fig. 2 to the 
(puiPi/fi'l' - 01 (! IPXI-IPI/JJT = 01) Q-box element, we find a contribution of —0.96 
MeV with a non-degenerate model space, which is 30% less than the corresponding value 
tabulated in table 6 for the degenerate case. The second-order topologies like diagram 
(vi) exhibit however a weaker decrease, since the energy denominator goes like r - 1 . For 
the latter diagram wc lind a decrease of 23% for the same configuration as the above. 
We lind a rather similar qualitative behavior in the mass-38 system. 

Since the contributions from higher-order diagrams to the y-box tend to be smaller 
with a non-degenerate model space, we expect the Q-box to become less attractive and 
the previously reported good agreement with the data thus to be spoiled. In table 8 we 
compare thr (j>-box •. ues for JT = 10 configurations with a non-degenerate model space 
to those with a degenerate space. For configurations with .IT = 01 it is more difficult to 
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Table 8: The mass-14 JT = 10 Q-box calculated with the degenerate and non-degenerate 
model spaces defined in table 7. 

JT H jb ic h Deg. Non-deg. 

!0 P3/2 P3/2 P3/2 P3/2 -3.178 -2.617 
Pj/2 P*h Pj/2 Pi/2 4.678 4.563 
l>3/2 P3/2 P'l/2 Pl)l 2.169 1.963 
P3/2 Pi A ft/2 Pl/2 -8.262 -7.260 
Pl/2 Pi/2 P3/2 Pl/2 2.695 2.106 
PT/1 Pl/2 Pm Pl/2 -3.974 -2.842 

Note. The calculations have been performed with the Bonn A potential. All entries in MeV. 

extract a large difference between the employed model spaces since the bare G'-matrix 
gives the main contribution to the Q-box. Moreover, there are only three configurations, 
and two of them yield a (7-matrix of:)—4 MeV in absolute value whereas the contributions 
from the second- and third-order topologies are of the order of 0.r> - 0.8 MeV in absolute 
value. 

From table 8 we see that the Q-box in the non-degenerate case is less attractive than 
the corresponding one obtained with a degenerate space, as expected. The lowest-lying 
./'/' = 10 state decreases from -4.93 MeV with a degenerate model space ( see table 1 
also) to -4.Ill) MeV with a non-degenerate model space. Similarly, the next JT = 1(1 
state decreases from -1.9.'l MeV to -1.68 MeV, yielding a decrease of roughly |:|'/i in 
absolute value. This reduction agrees with that reported in table 8, where we tind an 
average reduction of about 15%. 

Summarizing this section, we find a degenerate model space to yield the best results 
compared to the data, indicating thai our non-degenerate single-particle and -hole energies 
might not be too realistic. A possible improvement of these results could be the use of 
a Brueckncr-Hartree-Fock basis. One of the problems encountered here, however, is 
that the single-particle energies for orbitals in the ;>/-shell ( for a calculation in the 
mass-16 region) turn out highly unrealistic [28]. The resulting mass-18 spectra are also 
mo compressed. Similar results have recently been reported by Polls el at. |29| for a 
calculation in the mass-40 region foi the otbitals in the W<;-shcll. It seems therefore dial 
the choice of a harmonic-oscillator wave function with a degenerate model space sull 
yields the best agreement with the data. 
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4 Concluding remarks 
The main intention of this work has been to see whether an effective interaction derived 
from modern meson-exchange models could improve the agreement with experiment. 
Furthermore, if the derived effective interaction results in a good reproduction of the 
data, it could offer a short-cut to nuclear structure calculations near the end of a shell. 

The results reported in this paper seem to indicate so. However, we report discrep
ancies for die mass dependence of the effective interaction for several .IT configurations 
as compared to the empirical dependencies reported by Wildenthal and co-workers | 8 | 
and Hosaka etal. [27]. The role of core-polarization processes through third order were 
found to be one of the mechanisms behind these discrepancies. 

Together with the recently reported results for the particle-particle interaction in the 
mass-16 and mass-40 regions [4, 11, 19, 28, 29] and for the triton as well |25] , one 
can say that modern meson-exchange models like the Bonn A potential allow a more 
consistent description A nuclear structure than more traditional nuclear force models. 
Many of these properties have been ascribed to the weaker tensor force exhibited 
by e.g. the Bonn A potential [13]. Recent investigations by Clajus el al. [30] of the 
nucleon-nucleon tensor force in the three-nucleon system do also favor a potential with a 
weak tensor force. An empirical deduction of shell model matrix elements by Daehnick 
1.111 indicates also that the tensor force should be weak. 

However, despite these nice properties of modem potentials, the many-body calcu
lations, of which the present work is an example , are still beset with uncertainties, 
like e.g. the reproduction of intruder states, the use of more realistic unperturbed single-
particle energies and the inclusion of effective three-body forces. 

In order to reproduce intruder states within the present framework, i.e. conventional 
many-body perturbative techniques, one would have to employ a larger model space 
so that configurations presumably representing these states could be accounted for in a 
perturbative calculation. For both mass systems we would expect that the inclusion of 
more configurations could improve the reproduction of the spectra. Though, even with 
the crude approximation for the model space made in this work, the lowest lying states 
arc fairly well reproduced, and the calculated effective interaction could in turn serve as a 
starting point for calculations of transition operators such as the Gamow-Teller operator 
for beta decay, as done by Rydstrom etui. | 3 | . 
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